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Introduction
In my report last year, I alluded to the changing
environment in which we practise clinical biochemistry
and laboratory medicine within the NHS in the UK. The
process of change continues. Most clinical scientists will
have gone through the Agenda for Change process by the
time this report is published and should have individual
Knowledge and Skills (KSF) profiles developed to inform
their development needs in post. All this is to be
incorporated into the Healthcare Scientists (HCS) Career
Framework, launched at the end of 2005.
An Award & Qualifications framework, to be embedded
into the HCS framework, is being developed by Skills for
Health, a two year project which is likely to have
significant effects on training arrangements for all
healthcare science staff, including trainee clinical
biochemists. The Education Committee and other
Officers of the Association will be working closely with
Skills for Health to ensure that changes are effected
smoothly and that the standards of training are
maintained and training schemes are fit for purpose. In
the light of the importance of this issue, David Cassidy
has agreed to sit for a further three year term as Chair of
the Education Committee to lead on this.

Dr Graham Beastall at EuroMedLab 2005
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Association Chair and President at the AGM

‘Reviews’ of Pathology services are nothing new to our
Members. The announcement of a new review of
Pathology services in England, in September, therefore
came as no surprise. The Chair of the Review Panel is Lord
Carter of Coles and our own President, Chris Price, was
invited to be a member of the Review Panel. The
timescale for the Review is very short. The deadline for
the Call for Evidence was the end of January 2006 and it
is anticipated that the Panel will report in the summer.
The Association submitted a comprehensive response to
the Panel and Executive met with Lord Carter in early
February. The NHS White paper published in February
highlighted the change in focus to management of
chronic disease in primary care with more power for
primary care to commission its own services. The Review
of Pathology will take into account this change of
emphasis and put forward recommendations as to how
the service can best support it and how the concept of
plurality of provision can be taken on board while
hopefully building on the modernisation of pathology
initiatives which have been undertaken in various areas of
the country and with which many of our senior members
have been closely involved.
Now to Association matters! EuroMedLab, in Glasgow in
May 2005, was a huge success for the Association and for
Graham Beastall, Alan Shenkin and all those involved in its
organisation. The science, the exhibition and the social
events were excellent and our time in Glasgow was
blessed by fine spring weather, much appreciated by our
colleagues from Europe and further afield. This year, we
return to our national Focus meeting and look forward to
some stimulating scientific and clinical sessions in
Brighton. Focus 2007 will be in Manchester, with Terry

Dyer taking the role of chair of the Organising
Committee and Mike Toop and Steve Goodall leading on
the organisation of the scientific programme.
Aside from the EuroMedLab activities, Glasgow was the
venue for the 2005 AGM at which the proposal to
change the name of the Association to ‘The Association
for Clinical Biochemistry’ was approved and the Code of
Conduct was formally ratified, both key issues for the
future. During the year, Council has approved the
Complaints procedure which is required to deal with
breaches of the Code of Conduct. Following this, the
documentation necessary for the application to the
Science Council to become a Licensed Body for the
award of Chartered Scientist status has been finalised and
submitted. Gwyn McCreanor and Graham Groom have
done a great deal of work to ensure this process has run
smoothly.
Graham Groom continues to develop the administrative
services of the Association and provides constant support
to Council, Executive and the Standing Committees.
There have been some changes to the Office staff during
the year. Nick Hallworth has moved to a new post and
we thank him for his contribution to the Association and
wish him well for the future. He was replaced temporarily
by David Bellman who has since set off on his travels to
the southern hemisphere. Nic Law is working hard as
Graham’s deputy and Caroline Eldridge has taken on
extra responsibilities around the Accounts. All provide an
invaluable asset to our organisation and it is hard to
believe that it is less than six years since Graham joined
us and the Tooley Street Offices opened.
We have lost one of our longstanding Office staff.
Dragana Landup-Horgan has decided to concentrate on
motherhood now that she has two young children. We
wish her well and thank her for her hard work, over
many years.

Graham Groom presents Dragana with flowers at her leaving
dinner

Graham has used his key position as the point of contact
for all, the public, representatives of other professional
bodies, both home and abroad, the Corporate Members,
our own Members and Officers, members of other ACS
organisations, potential trainee applicants and
government departments and agencies, to stimulate
discussion at Executive on changes to the ‘management
structure’ of the Association to provide Officers with
more support and improve efficiency. A new structure is
being discussed at Council. Council has already approved
the appointment of a ‘Government Affairs Officer’ who
will develop firmer links between the Association,
government and other bodies, to improve
communications and increase awareness of relevant
publications and initiatives.
The Association is dependent, for the smooth running of
its business, not only on our Office staff but also on
those Members who take on roles at all levels, in their
own hospitals and at Regional and National level. Council
meets three times each year and our July 2005 meeting
will be remembered by all Council members – 7 July,
when London was struck by suicide bombers. Very few
were unable to reach Tooley Street but some experienced
at close quarters the effects and disruption of the attacks.
The Council meeting went ahead, but the planned
presentation of certificates to our new Emeritus members
and Fellows of the Association had to be postponed until
the November Council. However, William Marshall made
it to Tooley Street on 7 July and it was a pleasure and a
privilege to present him with his Certificate of Honorary
Membership. Later that month, William was also given
the IFCC award for his Outstanding Contribution to
Education – richly deserved!

Janet Smith with William Marshall on 7th July 2005, when he
received his certificate for Honorary Membership of the
Association
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The Clinical Practice Section of the Association is now firmly
established under the leadership of Mike Toop. This new
position entitles the holder a seat on Council and Council
Executive, so Mike stood down from his position as National
Member of Council. Ruth Lapworth’s term of office as
National Member was completed this year and we thank her
and Mike for their wise counsel in these important roles. Two
new National members were elected at the AGM, Ceridwen
Coulson and Ian Godber, and they have already undertaken
specific projects at the direction of Executive.
We have two new chairs of Standing Committees. Sophie
Barnes has completed her term of office as Chair of the
Trainees Committee and Steph Barber has taken over the
role. Ian Young has also come to the end of his term as Chair
of the Scientific Committee and Denis O’Reilly will succeed
him. We thank both Sophie and Ian for their sterling work

and wish Steph and Denis well as they assume their new
responsibilities.
This is the third Chairman’s report I have written. There have
been many changes during my Chairmanship, both within the
Association and in the Health Service and I must thank
Council, Council Executive and the Membership for the
support I have been given. Ian Watson will take over from me
after Focus and I know he will make an excellent Chairman.
He will have a great deal of support from the new President,
Graham Beastall, as I have had from Chris Price. Chris has
been a huge source of encouragement and advice throughout
the last three years and this has helped make the experience
of being Chair enjoyable as well as rewarding.
Miss Janet Smith
Chair

Award ceremony for Association awards where Janet Smith made presentations to Gordon Challand, Mike Addison, Derrick Teale
and Mike Wheeler
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Association Awards 2005
Prize winners at EuroMedLab 2005
were:

ACB Foundation Award Prof J Luzio

Roche Diagnostics Award Prof J Westgard
Thermo Electron Clinical Chemistry
and Automation Systems Award

Prof P Gillery
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President’s Shield LTOL Team

AACC TransAtlantic Lecture

Bayer Award Dr S Vickery

RCPath Flynn Lecture Prof S O’Rahilly
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Dr C Burtis

Education Committee
Chairman: Dr David Cassidy Secretary: Dr Jean Wardell
The Education Committee met three times and the Regional Tutors
met twice during 2005. The Officers have remained the same and it
was a great honour for the Chair to be invited to remain as Chair of
the Committee for a second term of office. The Committee
membership, however, has changed. I wish to thank Dr Maureen
Leonard, Dr Charles Van Heyningen, Dr Trevor Gray and welcome
Dr Nigel Lawson as ordinary member, Dr Brian Sharpe representing
CATT and Dr Andrew Day representing the Royal College of
Pathologists as new members of the Committee. Dr Eric Kilpatrick,
ordinary member, has kindly agreed to represent the Clinical Practice
Section of the ACB.
The Committee has again overseen two National Training Courses,
Leeds in the Spring and Nottingham in the Autumn, organised by
Dr Mick Henderson and Dr Robert Hill respectively. Both courses were
very well received and attracted positive feedback thanks to the hard
work of the Regional Tutors and their organising Committees. The
Education Committee also organised an update and training
programme coinciding with the end of the EuroMedLab meeting in
Glasgow in May and sincere thanks to all the session leaders. Topics
covered included: Blood Gases, Wilson’s Disease, Adult Metabolic
Disease, Pharmacology, Drugs of Abuse, Drug Effects of Biomedical
Tests, Pharmacogenomics and Paediatric Emergencies. Preparations
for the Training Day and update at Focus 2006 in Brighton are well
advanced with an interesting and varied programme scheduled for
Monday 14th May 2006.
An on-going role of the Committee, in collaboration with external
assessors, is to run a busy and demanding rolling programme of
assessing Grade A Training Schemes to ensure that standards are
consistent and maintained. The Committee also continues to explore
further ways of increasing involvement in the accreditation of the ACB
approved MSc courses in Birmingham, Guildford, London and
Manchester to ensure that they remain “fit for purpose”.
A major consideration and concern during 2005 for the Committee
were problems surrounding Northgate’s handling of the Grade A
recruitment cycle. The Education Committee and Regional Tutors
have been very heavily involved in on-going discussions with
Northgate and the Strategic Health Authority which commissions the
service to try and test Northgate’s revised electronic application
process. It is hoped there will be an improvement in the application
process for prospective trainees in the 2006 cycle.
The Education Committee continues its constructive dialogue with
The Royal College of Pathologists via Dr Andrew Day and Dr Brian
Shine and receives regular updates on progress in the Metabolic
Biochemistry Network via Dr Mick Henderson. The Committee has
opened discussions on Analytical Toxicology with the aim of exploring
and developing means of appropriately accrediting training schemes
in this sub modality.
I would like to thank the membership of both Committees for their
continued hard work and commitment.

Contenders for the Bayer Award Competition at EuroMedLab 2005
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Publications Committee
Chairman: Mrs Sue Martin Secretary: Dr Anne Pollock
This has been another busy and successful year for the Publications
Committee. The Committee is an umbrella organisation comprising
the lead editors of the various paper and electronic publications of the
Association. In addition the Committee has a team of enthusiastic
individuals who work to promote the publications both in the UK and
across the world.
ACB News (Editor Dr Jonathan Berg) has continued to be a focal
point for the dissemination of information by the ACB. It has also
continued to stimulate interest in the practice of Clinical Biochemistry
in the UK and abroad by publication of material on a wide range of
topics. A special issue was published for the EuroMedLab conference
in May which was distributed to all delegates of the meeting.
2005 has been a successful year for the Annals of Clinical
Biochemistry (Editor-in-Chief Dr Julian Barth) with an increase in
submissions compared to previous years. There has been an excellent
flow of good quality reviews as well as original papers. A recent
development has been the introduction of in-house and invited
editorials.
A process for electronic submission of abstracts is currently being
developed. The Annals will be the first journal in the RSM to use this
system. This is an exciting development which will benefit authors,
reviewers, editors and publishers.
The abstracts from the ACB National Meeting will be published as a
supplement to the Annals of Clinical Biochemistry for the first time for
Focus 2006.
Venture Publications saw a change in leadership during the year as
Mike Hallworth handed over to Ruth Lapworth after the AGM in
May. May also saw the launch at EuroMedLab in Glasgow of the
latest CD ROM in the revised series of interactive computer learning.
This describes 15 cases in the field of calcium metabolism and will add
to the topics already covered by the CD ROM series. Sales of the

Jonathan Berg with Sue Ojakowa and Nikki Beeson, the ace
publications team!
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Venture Publications books and CDs were extremely successful at the
EuroMedLab meeting, and sales have been continuing to do well
throughout the year.
Books planned for publication in 2006 include a second edition of the
popular Therapeutic Drug Monitoring and Clinical Biochemistry, and a
book on Calculations in Clinical Biochemistry.
The ACB Website (Webmaster Dr Ian Godber) underwent a major
redesign in the early part of the year to bring the rest of the site in
line with the Members’ area. In addition to improved appearance and
ease of use, the new design will assist in updating information and
enable news items to be posted on the site with minimum delay.
Regional websites are now up and running for all the ACB Regions
thus allowing much better access for the membership and others to
information on activities in the field.
The online shopping facility is now working well and allows a more
streamlined process for the ordering and distribution of the
Associations’ books and CDs.
The LabTestsOnline project (Mr Mike Hallworth) continues to be
extremely successful with over 600,000 visitors since the launch. The
original grant from the Health Foundation has been spent and
continued funding to 2008 has been secured through the National
Electronic Library for Health. Many pages have been revised during
2005 and several new pages introduced. There is continued, positive
feedback from users and much interest from around the world;
negotiations are in progress with Australia and Italy, and an EDMA
project in Spain and Germany is based on LTO US.
A recent publication from the Department of Health on the Pathology
Modernisation project cited LabTestsOnLine specifically as ‘an
example of an innovative approach to informing the public and
patients about pathology’.

Scientific Committee
Chairman: Professor Ian Young Secretary: Dr Robert Hill

The ACB Scientific Committee continues to support individual members
by funding small research projects from surplus funds. A maximum of
£15,000 is available. This year £14,281 was awarded to four
candidates. As in most years there were several applications which fell
below the standard required for a scholarship award. Although there is
an opportunity in some cases for the application to be re-submitted e.g.
where only minor clarifications are required, some applications are not
supported on scientific grounds. The award supports the purchase of
consumables, minor equipment, travel and other relevant expense in
conducting a well-designed project.
Many individuals and organisations approach the ACB for advice,
comment or guidance. Members also look to the ACB to represent their
views when legislation or an aspect of regulation affects their ability to
practise their profession.
This year the MHRA interpretation of European Legislation, which
sought to ensure that reagent kits were not used for unsuitable or
dangerous purposes, threatened to make life difficult for many
laboratories. Far from acting in an inappropriate manner, laboratories
legitimately modify assays and produce their own assays for a number
of scientifically sound reasons. The ACB was able to offer immediate
advice to members and to liaise with the RCPath in seeking to influence
the MHRA to change its interpretation of the law. This effort was
rewarded by a change in the MHRA’s position.
The ACB Scientific Committee is also developing a mechanism for
reviewing the evidence basis of tests and communicating its findings.
Although at an early stage, progress has been made in expanding an
idea that has lacked a practical way of taking it forward. A training
course for developing the skills necessary for this review will be
announced shortly. It is intended that such a mechanism might
influence manufacturers by discouraging them from marketing tests
with limited evidence to back their claims.
The Clinical Science Review Committee is a very important
sub-committee of the ACB Scientific Committee. It generates the

ideas for commissioning review articles for the Annals of Clinical
Biochemistry, the Association’s flagship journal. It also considers
approaches from authors wishing to contribute articles to the Annals.
The CSRC has produced a large amount of work again this year.
There are four articles in press with the Annals of Clinical Biochemistry
and another five almost ready for publication. Three articles have
already been published during 2005. This year the Scientific
Committee has agreed changes to the editorial review mechanism
with the CSRC that are intended to make the process quicker and
more easily understood by authors.
The Committee also takes part as a stakeholder in the development of
NICE guidelines. ACB Members are involved in agreeing the scope of a
guideline and comment at each stage of its development. Comments
from Members who are experts in their field have changed guidelines.
During the last year guidelines on prostate cancer management, type 2
diabetes and the treatment of epilepsy have been reviewed. The ACB
website is also being developed as a portal for various evidence-based
guidelines that are relevant to ACB Members. Members are welcome to
submit candidate sites to the secretary for inclusion.
Development of a commissioning process for original research is under
consideration. It is intended that funding will come from a variety of
sources including the Pathology Modernisation initiative and the
diagnostics industry. A positive response to this initiative has been
received from the academic heads of clinical biochemistry
departments.
Over the last year links with the International Federation for Clinical
Biochemistry have been maintained. This has been helped by Prof Ian
Young’s position as Vice-Chair of the IFCC Scientific Division.
Prof Young retired as chairman of the Scientific Committee in December
2005. The committee gratefully acknowledge his leadership over the
last four years. Dr Denis O’Reilly has taken over as Chairman.
Prof Anne Green also stepped down after four years as an ordinary
member – our thanks to her.

Julian Barth who, under the auspices of the Scientific Committee,
is working on the thorny issue of reference ranges
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Clinical Practice Section
Chairman: Dr Michael Toop Secretary: Dr Marek Dominiczak

Clinical biochemistry now extends far beyond the laboratory. In recent
years the duties of many chemical pathologists have evolved towards
direct clinical care. This is not new; for years the discipline has had a
core of practising clinicians. Clinical biochemists have significantly
contributed to the development of heart disease prevention in the UK
and, in particular, to the development of nutritional support for severely
ill patients. A substantial number of clinical biochemists contribute to
diabetes and endocrine services. Clinical involvement has recently been
highlighted by the establishment of the new subspecialty of metabolic
medicine; medical entrants to Chemical Pathology now have the option
of pursuing a training path that focuses on clinical care. Recognising
these developments the ACB, in March 2005, established the Clinical
Practice Section (ACB CPS). The aims of the CPS are listed below.
To work with other bodies within the ACB to:
1. Reinforce professional identity and raise the profile of clinical
practice within the clinical chemistry community.
2. Inform the healthcare community of the medical work within clinical
chemistry (chemical pathology).
3. Develop a forum to exchange information on best practice in clinical
chemistry.
4. Network with organisations pursuing related interests.
It also has functions specifically targeted at medical members:
1. To promote clinical practice within clinical chemistry and facilitate
engagement of medical graduates within the ACB.
2. To support undergraduate and postgraduate training requirements
of medical staff.
3. To represent interests of medical staff and engage in medical
professional affairs.

Mike Toop, CPS chairman:
”The Clinical Practice Section
represents a growing interest
amongst all ACB members in being
involved in the provision of direct
patient care”.

Eric Kilpatrick, leader, Training
Education and Academic
Development Division: “The future
for clinical biochemistry is dependent
on the quality of education and
training from university level
onwards. The CPS aims to give
direction to the individuals already in
the discipline, and appeal to those
who are thinking of joining”.
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Clinical biochemistry has a significant direct care component.
The meeting of chemical pathology consultants and specialist registrars
at Swindon, October 2005. This meeting, organised annually by
Rob Cramb, has provided ideas, feedback and support for the CPS.

The Section has three divisions: the Specialist Interests Division, the
Professional Affairs Division and the Training, Education and Academic
Development Division.
The Specialist Interests Division is based on Specialist Interest Groups
representing existing clinical expertise in the UK clinical biochemistry
community. The current groups include Cardiovascular Prevention,
Endocrinology, Nutrition, Bone Metabolism, Inborn Errors of
Metabolism and Best Practice in Clinical Chemistry.
The Professional Affairs Division will address, among others, issues
related to consultant job plans and pathology modernisation.
The Training Education and Academic Development Division will
develop training events and address management and leadership
training. Also, we wish to re-open discussion on the undergraduate
curriculum in laboratory medicine.
The CPS creates new exciting opportunities for both medical and
scientific members of the ACB. Being organised around direct clinical
work performed by our medical staff, it should take the Association
even closer to other clinical disciplines. This will benefit our members
and, most importantly, the patients.

Trainees’ Committee
Chair: Miss Stephanie Barber Secretary: Miss Rachel Edwards
2005 has been a productive year for the Trainees’ Committee. We met
twice at the ACB offices in Tooley Street, a new venue for us. Meeting
away from the traditional training course venues is proving popular with
the Committee and means that we are free to meet unhurried in
pleasant surroundings.
There have been a number of new additions to the Trainees’ Committee
in the last year. It is encouraging that vacant positions on the
Committee have been easy to fill; this highlights the enthusiasm of the
current trainees. The Committee would like to thank all of the members
who have left the group in the past year for their dedication and tireless
work.
In the past year we have appointed a website editor as a full time
Committee member. This is allowing us to improve the Trainees’
website and bring it into line with the new ACB website, providing a
useful centre for training information and educational material.
The Committee has organised two successful trainees’ evenings at the
ACB National Training Courses in Leeds and Nottingham. In Leeds

Alan Penny spoke about the proposed changes to the NHS pensions
scheme. Mike Hallworth and Ian Watson came along to the
Nottingham training course to chair a healthy debate on the future role
of Clinical Biochemistry. The Committee would like to thank all of the
speakers at these events for giving up their time and providing us with
excellent and informative evenings.
The Trainees’ Committee has an ongoing role in providing a voice for
the trainees and the past year has been no exception. We have been
working hard to promote, at higher levels in the organisation, issues of
concern to trainees and have successfully resolved a number of training
issues.
In partnership with the Workforce Advisory Committee, the Trainees’
Committee has been working hard to update and maintain its database
of ACB Members in training. This ensures that all appropriate Members
are included in training activities organised by the Trainees’ Committee,
such as local tutorials and MRCPath preparation sessions. The Trainees’
Committee is proud of its role in organising and co-ordinating local
training events.

Fun in the snow at the Leeds training course
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Workforce Advisory Committee
Chairman: Mr John Kane Secretary: Ms Pauline Ridgwell

Workforce Statistics
The Workforce Advisory Committee collects and collates information on
the clinical scientist workforce using the ACB database and data
gathered by the Regional Members of the Committee. These data can
then be used by the Association to ensure that there are adequate
trainees being recruited to meet future requirements. The table below
was constructed from:
1. The ACB database as of December 2005 to assess the number of
retirements.
2. The number of Grade A trainees entering the profession from data
obtained by WAC members.
The following assumptions were made in constructing the table:
• That the average retirement age is 62 years. This is substantiated.
• That it takes a Clinical Scientist (a minimum of) eight years to be
fully trained i.e. to achieve MRCPath from the time of entering a
Grade A training post.
• For succession planning to work, the number of trainees entering the
Grade A training programme should equal the number of clinical
scientists reaching the age of 62 years eight years later.
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It should be noted that, as of December 2005, there were a further 22
members aged over 62 still to retire.
The table includes estimates of the number of trainees available with 10
or 20% attrition rates. In the past the attrition rate has been as high as
50%. An exercise is to be undertaken by the WAC in the near future to
gauge the current attrition of clinical scientists. 2003 was the first intake
where the number of trainee recruitments met the succession planning
target. The recruitment figures for 2004 and 2005 are also encouraging,
but clearly there is an enormous backlog to be made up.
Workforce Review Team Report and National Pathology Workforce
Database
The Workforce Review Team (WRT) has set up teams to review all 40
Healthcare Scientist professions. John Kane attended meetings with the
WRT along with representatives from other healthcare sciences
professions. The WRT, in an encouraging report, recommended there
should be increased resources for training in almost all the Healthcare
Science groups for the foreseeable future. A joint approach for
workforce planning for Clinical Scientists has been proposed by the
Royal College of Pathologists. John Kane has attended meetings to
discuss the setting up of a national web-based pathology workforce
database. This database should be a powerful tool to enable accurate
predictions of future workforce requirements in Pathology.

Commencement
of training

Completion of training

Number of retirements
(number of trainees required)

Number of trainees
available no losses (10%, 20% loss)

1998

2006

19

15 (14,12)

1999

2007

23

14 (13,11)

2000

2008

24

19 (17,15)

2001

2009

44

29 (26,23)

2002

2010

44

34 (31,27)

2003

2011

28

40 (36,32)

2004

2012

33

41 (36,32)

2005

2013

29

38 (34,30)

2006

2014

31

2007

2015

35

2008

2016

27

2009

2017

27

2010

2018
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Federation of Clinical Scientists
Chairman: Mr Alan Penny Secretary: Mr Geoff Lester
Last year we reported the conclusion of the Agenda for Change (AfC)
negotiations. The AfC national terms and conditions were published in
January 2005 giving benefits to clinical scientists of longer pay scales,
nationally prescribed enhancement for availability to give advice “on-call”
and defined normal working hours (with overtime payments at Band 7).
The work of the FCS officers and representatives has been no less
dominated by AfC during 2005 but centred on the practicalities of
national roll out and implementation.The first step in this process was for
our own representatives and members to understand the new terms and
conditions as it became increasingly clear that NHS employers were
equally uncertain and resistant to applying them. Setting aside
long-established concepts in Whitley with occupation-specific gradings
and optional local enabling agreements has been difficult for some.
Our contributions to the NHS Staff Council, Partnership Forum and Union
Leads meetings has resulted in some clarification through “Q&As”
published by NHS Employers. FCS officers are hoping that, as members
and employers become familiar with the new provisions, we will have to
give fewer telephone tutorials on them! The key message is that national
terms and conditions are just that; they apply to everyone and, in general,
they are quite clear. Managers & employers simply have to apply them.
Even at this early stage the structure has not been static. Almost
immediately the Job Evaluation Group (JEG) started reviewing older
profiles. The key landmark was the publication of generic Healthcare
Scientist profiles in July. It was sadly not possible for the Chief Scientific
Officer to launch these with the trumpeting they deserved. FCS and our
colleagues in Amicus had worked on these, originally developed by the
CSO’s team, to fill the holes and inadequacies of the original clinical
scientist profiles of March 2003, covering all science disciplines and across
all levels of staff. Putting them into practice has been more challenging as,
we are told, for technical reasons, the old ones were not able to be
removed from use by matching panels. Confusion was addressed by a
note to the HSC profiles though panels have to find them before they
see it.

The late publication of the HCS profiles has led many trusts to put
matching their clinical scientists off to a late date and even as we
write this report only 10-15% of members have informed FCS of
outcomes. Until we have these data we cannot assess whether there
are any fundamental problems that we need to take up nationally
through JEG, rather than address individually through your right to
review.
One major issue, which is now resolving, was the pay determination
for entrance level trainees. Although AfC has a clear model, “Annex
U”, it has taken considerable discussion to determine to whom this
applies. Although settled and now published as firm national
guidance, WDCs have not received increased funds from the DoH to
cover the agreed national commitment. FCS has pressured for
proper resolution of this anomaly in its evidence to the extended Pay
Review Body.
We have to recognise that these are very early days in the
implementation of the world’s most radical reform to any single
workforce. FCS and the clinical science professions have much new
to accommodate:
• Using the new grades (7, 8a-8d & 9) rather than obsolete
Whitley grades.
• Determining how the new performance monitoring, KSF, will
work for us.
• Implications of taking down professional barriers.
• Opportunities to devise new types of posts crossing old
boundaries.
FCS has recognised it too must prepare itself for the new NHS world
and is working on how to restructure to continue to meet the needs
and interests of our members.

Geoff Lester hands out advice about Agenda for Change
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National Meetings Committee
Chairman: Mr Gilbert Wieringa Secretary: Dr Katherine Brownbill
As a platform for the Association’s profile as one of the forefront
professional organisations in laboratory medicine, the EuroMedLab
conference in Glasgow in May 2005 could not have been better
received. From 8th to 12th May, over 3000 delegates from across
Europe attended symposia, plenary lectures and workshops on
topics of relevance to current and future practice of clinical
biochemistry and clinical science. Special congratulations were
given to Dr Graham Beastall as the conference chair but he was the
first to acknowledge the team effort enjoyed by the many
Members of the Association who contributed to its organisation.
During the opening ceremony, the ACB was delighted to see
Graham receive the inaugural Roche - Federation of European
Societies of Clinical Chemistry Scientific Award for Laboratory
Medicine for his outstanding contributions to our subject.
2005 saw the third of the Frontiers in Laboratory Medicine series of
conferences held in Birmingham in February, in conjunction with
the US-based Dark Report. Again, a highly successful meeting
comparing North American and UK practice in response to new
and ongoing healthcare delivery issues but, in particular, acting as
the key catalyst for wider adoption and exploitation of Lean and
Six Sigma techniques in the UK for assessing and reconfiguring
laboratory productivity and efficiency.
2005 also saw the stronger emergence of our professional
organisers, Glasgow-based Meeting Makers, through their coordination of a unifying strategy for the ongoing management of
the Association’s annual national meetings. Their input is
increasingly acknowledged by our membership and the diagnostics
industry as being of the highest quality. Close working with the
Focus 2006 team (led by Dr Pete Wood and Prof Gordon Ferns) is
already reaping benefits in the approach to the Brighton meeting in
May 2006. The greater input of Meeting Makers in turn sets a new
pace in defining future strategy for our Focus (and all other)
meetings.
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Graham Groom talks to Mervyn Nicholas and Catherine Stihler
(Labour MEP for Scotland) on the ACB stand at EuroMedLab

Corporate Members’ Committee
Chairman: Mr Mervyn Nicholas
The ACB and their Corporate Members continue to work well together
through close liaison via the Corporate Members Committee, as
members of a variety of ACB committees and via ACB Council where,
as Chair of the Corporate Members’ Committee, I have an Honorary,
non-voting position. Our attendance on the Council and these
committees is enjoyed and our input valued.
This Committee and the ACB have come a long way since the reasons
for its formation, which was to develop the Focus meeting as the major
UK event. This has been achieved and although last year’s meeting was
tied up with IFCC EuroMedLab meeting, the organising committee was
mainly from the UK, with two commercial representatives, and no-one
will challenge its success.
There have been some changes to the Corporate Members Executive
during 2005, the most significant of which was the resignation of a past
Chair and long standing member of the committee, Phil Wood of IL.
His valuable contribution will be missed.
The current committee is as follows:
Mervyn Nicholas

Chair

Trinity Biotech Ltd

Andrew Greaves

Secretary

Oxford Immunotec Ltd

Andrew Whiles

National Meetings

Instrumentation Laboratory
(UK) Ltd

Carla Deakin

National Meetings

Abbott Diagnostics

Andy Bufton

Publications

Abbott Diagnostics

Judi Burdett

Scientific Committee Microgenics GmbH

Judi Jackson

Past Chair

Diagnostic Products
Corporation UK

This will be my last report as Chair as my term of office comes to an
end at Focus 2006. It has been a very quick three years and I would
like to thank the Committee for their support during that period. I have
seen many changes to Laboratory Medicine during my time in the
industry and the last three years have been no exception. The
government continually pays for expensive reviews most of which are
designed to cut expense and Laboratory Medicine seems to be a
particular target. I do not believe the Lord Carter of Coles report will
be any different. Until the government realises Laboratory Medicine is
a resource, and not an expense, change will be difficult. However, I
personally think the next few years will see some significant change.
Fortunately Prof Chris Price is part of the Carter review board so there
is hope. Also BIVDA, our professional body, continues to lobby at
Parliamentary level and the ACB are soon to appoint a Government
Officer. I believe it will still be an uphill struggle with the conflict at the
highest level between Tony Blair wanting to improve delivery and
Gordon Brown to cut expense.
The NHS is constantly moving and some of the governmental changes
announced during one minister’s term of office seem to get forgotten in
the next. Is 75% of the healthcare spend, which was announced, really
at PCT level? I do not believe so.
As a Committee we have to make decisions on behalf of the members
but always value feedback so that we know our decisions reflect the
opinions of the membership as a whole. This Committee will continue
to work with the ACB in general and more specifically the committees
on which we serve to further strengthen the already strong relationship
we enjoy. If any Corporate Member Companies have any views about
the activities and direction of the Committee then I would like to hear
from them.

The committee only met three times during this last year which reflects
how smoothly the relationship is running.

Mervyn Nicholas, Chair, enjoying a
glass of bubbly with Judi Jackson, Past Chair
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ACB Regions Report
2005 has seen another fruitful year for the North West Region,
hosting five high quality scientific meetings. The Ian Ward
Members’ Papers meeting in January gave trainees in clinical
biochemistry the opportunity to showcase their research with a
hotly contested award for the best Member’s paper. Our AGM
in March gave us the opportunity to hear Gilbert Wieringa,
Project Director for Diagnostics, Greater Manchester SHA,
present his work in progress with the national pilot project on
diagnostic testing services at the point of care in pharmacies
across Greater Manchester.
The impressive grounds of Tatton Park provided an excellent
venue for our summer meeting on neurobiochemistry and
neuroimmunology covering the latest advances in biochemical
markers of brain injury and the identification of paraneoplastic
syndromes. Our autumn meeting on Toxicology enlightened us
all on the analytical advances being made in the field and on the
less cheerful, but no less interesting, subject of post mortem
biochemistry. Our final meeting of the year in November saw
the North West play host to a hugely successful fifth National
Audit Meeting organised by Dr Ian Laing, the first time the
meeting has been held outside Birmingham.
Seven new Grade A trainee biochemists commenced in
September in the Region and the North West training scheme
continues to produce high calibre Grade A and higher specialist
trainees. It is of continued mutual pride that many of the
Region’s trainees, both clinical biochemists and medical trainees,
have been awarded membership of the Royal College of
Pathologists and moved successfully onto career posts either
within or outside the Region.
In the Northern Ireland Region the annual scientific meeting
(organised jointly with the Association of Clinical Biochemists in
Ireland) took place on Friday 25th February 2005 in Belfast City
Hospital. This meeting, with speakers from throughout the UK,
included talks on lipid management, renal medicine, chemical
incidents and mass poisoning, natriuretic peptides, informatics,
pathology modernisation and the role of self blood glucose
monitoring in type 2 diabetes. This meeting was well attended
by delegates from both Northern Ireland and the Republic of
Ireland.
2004/2005 saw an ongoing review of Pathology Services in
Northern Ireland commissioned by the Northern Ireland
Department of Health. The terms of reference for the review
were to “provide the Department with a strategic plan for
strengthening and developing effective, high quality clinical
pathology laboratory services, responsive to the needs of the
patients and clinical users. This will take account of the work in
progress both locally and nationally including north/south
(Republic of Ireland) dimensions and will address the
recommendations of the Public Accounts Committee report on
laboratory pathology services”. The Project Board was chaired
by Prof Dame Ingrid Alan. The Project Team visited every
hospital laboratory in Northern Ireland, met with staff, users,
managers and Trust executives, held workshops, focus group
meetings and met with staff side representatives and
representatives of professional groups, including the ACB.
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The report of the Northern Ireland Clinical Pathology/
Laboratories Review is currently with the Northern Ireland
Department of Health and it is hoped that this will be published
in the near future. This report is of critical importance for Clinical
Biochemistry in Northern Ireland as it will shape service delivery
in the years ahead.
The issue of single-handed Consultants remains an ongoing
problem. There have been difficulties both in procuring funding
for second posts and also in recruitment to vacant posts. This
has been a particular problem with out-of-hours cover with
some Consultants in the Region doing a 1:1 on call, which is
recognised as undesirable and unsafe. There have been
preliminary discussions around the option of cross cover from
other Trusts to make rosters less onerous for single-handed
practitioners.
The Northern Ireland Regional Audit Group in Biochemistry
remains very active under the chairmanship of Miss Margaret
McDonnell. Regional Audits undertaken in 2005 include
investigation of neonatal hypoglycaemia, the role of urine
myoglobin in the diagnosis of rhabdomyolysis, a re-audit of the
investigation of suspected cryoglobulinaemia, cut offs for the
reporting of markedly abnormal laboratory results by telephone
and short synacthen tests. This has resulted in harmonisation of
protocols throughout the Region.
Miss Geraldine Roberts, Consultant Clinical Biochemist in
Paediatric Biochemistry at the Royal Victoria Hospital, retired in
2005 and sadly died in January 2006 after a long illness.
Geraldine was a highly respected colleague and will be greatly
missed. There were three new appointments within the Region
(one Specialist Registrar in Chemical Pathology, one Trainee
Clinical Biochemist and one Principal Biochemist - Paediatrics).
One SpR will leave in early 2006 to take up a Consultant
post in Wales. One Trainee completed the MSc Course in
Guildford.
The committee of the Republic of Ireland Region met on four
occasions throughout 2005. A primary focus of the Region
throughout 2005 was to encourage and facilitate trainees in
their preparation for MRCPath examinations. To this end, the
Region held their first one-day scientific meeting in Dublin in
January. This proved enormously successful with both ACB
and ACBI Members travelling from all corners of the country,
both north and south, to attend. The morning session on
Service Planning proved very popular, with presentations
unravelling the complexities of Work Flow Analysis, the
Preparation of a Business Case and the Procurement Process.
The afternoon session on Clinical Pharmacology proved
equally riveting with Mr Mike Hallworth elucidating the
challenges and promise of Pharmacogenomics followed by
Dr Pierce Kavanagh on GCMS: Principles and Applications.
The Region AGM was held in April and was followed by a
presentation on the Management of Dyslipidaemia in Type 2
Diabetes by Consultant Endocrinologist, Dr Diarmuid Smyth.
The regional website, now in existence for two years, has
proved very popular with members and continues to evolve
under the guidance of Mr Roly Reece.

In October, members of the Region were, as usual, heavily
involved in the ACBI Annual Conference which took place in
Limerick under the direction of Dr Ned Barrett. The scientific
programme spanned two full days with topics that covered the
entire spectrum of Clinical Chemistry. Record numbers of
delegates attended with a large contingent, including ACB
President Prof Chris Price, travelling from the UK.
The Region is delighted to report that following protracted
discussions involving Region members, ACBI and the trade
union IMPACT, the Department of Health and Children finally
recognised the contribution that several members of the Region
have made to the profession and sanctioned upgrading.
Likewise, a number of regional members have been successful in
MRCPath examinations in 2005 and the Committee wish all
those involved every success.
This has been another busy and successful year for the Scottish
Region with a series of three excellent and well attended
scientific meetings.
The spring meeting was held in March at the Southern General
in Glasgow, on Point of Care Testing, with first class
presentations from speakers from both within and outwith the
Region, including Dr Richard Taylor from Oxford, on the thorny
topic of getting those POCT results into the patient record. This
meeting also encompassed the AGM of the Scottish Region,
chaired by Dr Alan Hutchison. He reported the recent sad death
of Dr John Paterson, Consultant Biochemist at Dumfries Royal
Infirmary. The John King Award, for the best presentation by a
trainee biochemist during the year, was presented to Dr Colleen
Ross for her paper entitled “Nutritional Support and
Manganese”.
The summer meeting was held in June in Melrose, a small town
located in the Scottish Borders, and was devoted to members’
papers. This provided an opportunity for members, particularly
the Region’s trainees, to present the results of a number of
excellent projects and some fascinating and challenging clinical
cases. Topics included the identification of specimens,
evaluation of serum light chain measurements and synergic
protection of human endothelial cells from oxidative stress by
selenium and sulforaphane supplementation.

Graham Beastall, enjoying the Scottish air with his wife, Judith

The autumn meeting, held in November at Ayr General
Hospital, focussed on hypertension and renal medicine, with
international and local speakers providing an overview of the
investigation and management of hypertension, unusual clinical
cases, and a highly topical presentation on the estimation of
glomerular filtration rate from a local nephrologist.
The Scottish Regional website has been further developed by
Joy Johnstone and now hosts information on Scottish
biochemistry laboratories, a clinical science area, which details
the results of audits performed by our Audit Group, information
about tests, and other scientific information relevant to the
Region. Over the past year, Dr Peter Rae, Honorary Secretary,
has been using the site as the main means of communicating
information on future meetings, reports and minutes directly to
members.
The Scottish Audit Group, under the direction of Dr Anne
Pollock, has again been extremely active, with the audit slot at
each regional meeting allowing greater dissemination and
discussion of results.
The Grade A training scheme continues to work well under the
supervision of the Regional Tutor, Dr Mike Wallace. Three
Grade A Trainees were appointed in 2005. The help and support
in their training, provided by a wide variety of staff in many
laboratories in Scotland, is gratefully acknowledged.
Finally, thanks to all Committee members, both present and
outgoing, for their hard work and dedication.
South West and Wessex Region are pleased to report a very
healthy and thriving Region as judged by two key indicators,
scientific meetings and training profile and results.
Three high quality scientific meetings were held during the
year: at Plymouth (a new venue) on Obesity, at Frenchay
Hospital Bristol on Biochemistry and Intensive Care and at
Dorchester on a Gastroenterology Update. Delegate numbers
were always in excess of 40 and feedback questionnaires (65%
average return) indicated a high level of satisfaction, 8.4/10. At
the Dorchester meeting, Dr Kirsty Knight, one of our trainees,
was awarded the annual Bayer prize for her presentation on
‘An Investigation of Four New Markers for Sarcoidosis and
Other Granulomatous Disorders’. Thanks to our industry
sponsors the meetings broke even and we now offer free
registration to our trainees. A new feature of the meetings was
a poster presentation of regional practice in a key topic of the
meeting. I never cease to be amazed at the continuing high
standard of scientific meetings organised by our Meetings
Secretaries, at present Dr Roy Fisher.
Training during the year has been strengthened by the addition
of Exeter to make six training sites within the Region. We now
have a total of 14 pre-registration trainees, with a further two
having left due to promotion. There are five post-registration
Clinical Scientists preparing for Part 1 of the MRCPath, six for
Part 2, and during the year Beverley Harris was successful in
obtaining MRCPath. There are seven Specialist Registrars in
training who, together with the Clinical Scientists, participate in
the Regional Training Days (five this year) organised by our
Regional Tutors (Dr Heather Barbour and Dr Peter Astley). The
progress of all Clinical Scientists in training is closely monitored
through an annual review by both supervisors and Regional
Tutors. All work tirelessly to ensure the delivery of a high
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standard of training that our bright young professionals deserve
and which is a major credit to, and strength of, the profession.
The even spread of Clinical Scientists in training through the
years post-entry is an indicator of the progress that they are
making. Dr Barbour, our Tutor in Wessex, stepped down this
year after six years of the highest professional contribution.
The Regional website was launched at the beginning of the
year. Registration for meetings is now conducted through the
website and speakers’ presentations are available following the
meeting. We need to investigate how this can be used for more
effective communication within the Region.
The Regional Committee met three times during the year.
Progress in increasing medical representation has continued
through the co-option of Clinical Biochemistry members of the
Regional Royal College of Pathologists Committee and by the
addition of a Clinical Practice Section Member. The Committee
now has an appropriate breadth and balance.
This has been another busy year for the Southern Region with a
number of changes and additions to the committee.
Regional scientific meetings provide an excellent opportunity to
blend the experience of national and local expertise in tackling
current issues, both new developments and the esoteric. This
was exemplified in both the meetings held this year. In March
the “Use and Abuse of Hormones” provided an opportunity to
re-examine current practice while in September a meeting
outside London provided an excellent look at “Kidney Disease
and Clinical Biochemistry”. The meeting planned for the
summer was cancelled due to the bombings in London the day
before; it was rescheduled for January 2006. The need to create
waiting lists has proved the popularity of these sessions. Such
gatherings would not be possible without a huge amount of
work from local organisers and the very faithful group of
sponsors who are most generous in their support.
There have been a number of positive developments in training
of Clinical Scientists during the year. There has been a
significant increase in numbers of trainees in the eastern part of

the Region – now five compared to only one two years ago,
New training sites have been established at Norfolk and
Norwich and Luton and Dunstable Hospitals in 2004 and 2005.
Ipswich is to become a training site in 2006.
WAC currently have records of 45 Grade As in training in the
Southern Region and 53 Grade Bs. Against this, a high number
of retirements are expected, especially at Consultant level.
Attrition rate of trainees varies between 10-25% and a more
accurate estimate is needed for workforce planning. Also the
effect of gender bias is currently not known, but it is a fact that
the younger workforce is predominantly female and those that
are retiring are mostly males. The impact of maternity leave,
career breaks and part-time working could be considerable. It
will certainly be necessary to maintain current levels of training
for the next four to five years to cover impending retirements
and possibly for longer if the gender bias has significant impact
on whole time equivalent figures. A recent survey of lost, vacant
and new posts showed a fairly static workforce with some
vacant posts frozen due to the financial situation. Appropriate
numbers and grades of posts will be required to ensure places
for newly registered Clinical Scientists and prevent them from
leaving the profession.
There have been a number of individual successes recognised
during the year. Four Southern Region members were
nominated for, and received, ACB Membership Awards during
the year. Dr William Marshall was awarded Honorary
Membership, Dr Mike Wheeler and Dr Gordon Challand each
awarded Emeritus Membership and Dr Derrick Teale became a
Fellow of the Association. This represented significantly more
than 50% of all the awards made by the Association for the
year. Two University of Surrey MSc Students received Bayer
awards last year. Susan Vickery, based at Kent & Canterbury,
received the national Bayer Award and Kelly Parham, Royal
Glamorgan Hospital, the Welsh Bayer Award.
A new SAS centre has been established at the University of
Surrey Cardiovascular Risk Marker centre run by Prof Gordon
Ferns, Dr Bryan Starkey and Dr Bruce Griffin.
In 2005 the Trent Northern and Yorkshire (TNY) Region
increased the value of the Geoffrey Walker Award, a prize given
to the best presentation of their work by a trainee. Mr Rafaq
Azad, who presented on “Oral Fluid Analysis for Drugs of
Abuse Using Tandem Mass Spectrometry”, used the Award to
attend the IFCC/AACC meeting in Orlando Florida.
The Region also approved bursaries for Dr Tony Hatch to attend
the British Endocrine Society meeting in Harrogate and for Miss
Clare Hart to attend the SSIEM meeting in Paris.
In April the first of two training courses run by the Region in the
year was held in Leeds and was a great success. The second
training course held in September in Nottingham was equally
successful. Both courses were fully booked and the feedback
from the delegates has been very positive.
The Region has held two scientific meetings this year, Clinical
Aspects of Allergy was held in Sunderland in June. In January
there was a meeting about Workload Demand Management
held at the Thackray Medical Museum in Leeds.

Maurice Salzmann and colleagues at the South West and Wessex
regional meeting
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This year four new Grade A trainees were appointed across
the Region. We wish them all a fruitful career in Clinical
Biochemistry.

Rafaq Azad at the IFCC/AACC meeting in Orlando, Florida

Celebrating Christmas Welsh style

The Region would also like to congratulate a number of its medical
members, in particular Dr Mike Toop, on their involvement in
establishing the Clinical Practice Section of the ACB. TNY wishes this
new venture every success.

Clinical Scientists within Wales, the establishment of the Clinical Practice
Section within the ACB, Agenda for Change within Wales as well as
regular reports from the Representative to Council, the FCS
Representative, Treasurer, Regional Tutor and Trainees’ Committee
Representative.

The Wales Region has had another busy and successful year holding
two very well attended scientific meetings which were combined with
an active audit programme under the auspices of the All Wales Clinical
Biochemistry Audit Group.
The spring Scientific Meeting was held at the Royal Gwent Hospital,
Newport, in early April with the entire meeting given over to Point of
Care Testing. The meeting was intended to bring together as many
stakeholders in POCT as possible and its success was measured by
enabling presentations from the Deputy Chief Scientific Advisor to the
Welsh Assembly Government (WAG), WEQAS, Retail Pharmacies,
Primary Care and the Wales Ambulance Service. The meeting was
opened by Dr Owen Crawley (Chief Scientific Advisor to WAG) and
was concluded with a lively open discussion session. The spring Audit
meeting followed on directly from the scientific meeting and heard
reports on the performance of 5-HIAA assays, Tumour Marker
requesting protocols and draft standards for the performance of the
Short Synacthen Test.
The two-day autumn Scientific Meeting was held in Llandudno in
November with the scientific sessions devoted to autoimmunity,
pharmacogenomics and the Renal NSF with particular reference to the
performance of the estimated GFR. The Bayer Award was made to
Dr Kelly Parham for her presentation “The molecular analysis of
Complement C6 deficient patients and assay development for the
detection of mutations”. The audit meeting again followed the scientific
meeting and received a report on the performance of adjusted calcium
and magnesium assays, draft standards for the performance of 5-HIAA
and Short Synacthen Tests and final standards for the Investigation of
Suspected Phaeochromocytoma.
Under the control of webmaster, Dr Alun Hutchings, the ACB Wales
Region website continues to grow with the addition of the Wales
Region Constitution, meeting reports, laboratory directory and links
pages amongst other developments. All current standards of practice
developed through the All Wales Clinical Biochemistry Audit Group are
available through the website. Committee meetings were held in April
and November and discussions included contingency planning for

During the year, there were a number of retirements, movements
within and newcomers to the Region. Mr Dewi Roberts and
Mr Bill Tone of Ysbyty Glan Clwyd and Mr Howard Hughes of the
Royal Gwent Hospital all retired. Dr Damien Griffin left Morriston
Hospital to take up a Consultant Chemical Pathologist post in Dublin
and Ms Rachel Still left the Princess of Wales Hospital in Bridgend to
take up a Grade C Clinical Scientist position at Morriston Hospital,
Swansea. Dr Tony Avades joined the University Hospital of Wales as a
Consultant Chemical Pathologist and Dr David Oleesky left Cardiff to
take up a Consultant Chemical Pathologist post in Macclesfield.
A number of members are involved in the Wales Pathology
Modernisation project and the various Regional reviews of Secondary
Care services that are being undertaken.
The West Midlands Region held two one-day scientific meetings, which
were oversubscribed with large number of delegates attending from
outside the Region. Topics included thyroid antibodies, asymptomatic
elevation of liver enzyme activity, sub clinical thyroid disease, estimated
GFR, testosterone analysis, pathology modernisation, investigation of
chronic diarrhoea, pleural fluid analysis, reporting abnormal
out-of-hours tests to GPs, use of surplus biological fluid samples for
routine laboratory work, research and audit. Delegate feedback
indicated the success of these meetings was due to a high quality
scientific programme and an excellent central venue made affordable by
'sell-out' meetings with generous sponsorship. We are particularly
grateful to the Trustees of the Robert Gaddie Memorial Fund for
supporting not only continuing professional development but also
innovation and research of Clinical Biochemists in the West Midlands.
Dr Jonathan Middle (Meetings Secretary), with apparent effortless
efficiency, organised these meetings and very successfully introduced
on-line registration.
2005 saw the first batch of students graduating with an MSc in Clinical
Biochemistry from Birmingham University. This MSc is uniquely run and
organised by the West Midlands Clinical Biochemistry Training
Committee but administered by Birmingham University. The number of
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funded Trainee Clinical Biochemist posts has increased by six to a total
of 18 trainees in the West Midlands who are based in nine laboratories
accredited by the ACB Education Committee. Audit remains an
important regional activity with completion of a regional audit on
pleural fluid analysis and continuing audits on sweat tests and the oral
glucose tolerance tests for primary care.
It is with great regret that we report the death of Prof Tom
Whitehead, Emeritus Professor of Clinical Chemistry at Birmingham
University, one of the ACB's most distinguished members and one of
the modern giants of Clinical Biochemistry.

West Midlands AGM

This has been a difficult year for our members with the uncertainties of
Agenda for Change and Pathology Modernisation. The activities of the
hard-working West Midlands ACB Committee have increased to
include web-site responsibility, promoting laboratory medicine and
clinical practice section representation. Overall this has been a busy but
successful year for the West Midlands ACB, which remains committed
to strong scientific meetings as a means of promoting regional
activities.

Regional Websites
Northern Ireland
www.acbni.org.uk
North West
www.acbnw.org.uk
Republic of Ireland
www.acbroi.org.uk
Scotland
www.acbscot.org.uk
South West & Wessex www.acbsww.org.uk
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Southern
www.acbsouth.org.uk
Trent, Northern & Yorkshire www.acbtny.org.uk
Wales
www.acbwales.org.uk
West Midlands
www.acbwm.org.uk

Treasurer’s Report
Honorary Treasurer: Dr Steve Smith
The Association has managed to pursue its objectives in 2006 and also
managed a small surplus of £23,528. This surplus is due to the hard
work of the staff employed in our office in Tooley Street and all the
members who volunteer to support the Association’s work. The efforts
of these people make the job of the treasurer much easier than it would
otherwise have been.
Total income is down this year to £962,504 as also is our expenditure at
£953, 834. This is because we had no Focus meeting in 2005.
EuroMedLab, which replaced Focus this year, was run by a separate
company, Clinical Biochemistry Conferences Ltd. (CBC). This company
has a different year end to the Association and it is not possible to
provide the audited figures at the time of writing. However as you can
see from note 5 in our financial statements we can expect to see a
significant surplus. This has to be shared with the IFCC on a 60:40
basis, and I have already transferred £160,000 as an interim payment.
This demonstrates that EuroMedLab was a highly successful meeting by
all measurements.
If we compare our other sources of income then they have held up
reasonably well but the real benefits have come from the fact that we
have managed to control our expenditure with all significant areas
being down compared to 2003. In spite of subscription increases the
overall subscription income was only slightly up compared to 2004. This
is due to members retiring who generally pay a higher subscription
(before retirement) being replaced by more junior members. This is a
trend we are likely to see continuing for another 10 years so that I see it
important to keep increasing subscriptions by small amounts every year.
Next year subscription bands will need to be defined by Agenda for
Change bands for Clinical Scientists. I am working with the FCS to find
a suitable division. Demand for our training courses remains high which
brings in useful income due their high quality. We must look for other
suitable educational activities using the Association’s vast wealth of
collective expertise, which can generate satisfactory surpluses.
During the year Dr Graham Groom and myself spent a day at our
accountants restructuring the financial management system we use to
operate the financial side of the Association. This has proved most
useful and should help to keep the cost of our annual audits under
control. I can more easily provide regular information for Council and
Executive and also provide our standing committees with statements
of their spending etc. This restructuring is part of a longer term plan
that will see the office handling virtually all of the basic accounting
with the treasurer taking a more strategic role. This is also why I have
created a new Re-organisation fund. This is money I am setting aside
to fund possible future changes in the structure of the organisation.
This is very much in the early stages of discussion but the first tangible
evidence of these changes is the appointment of our Government
Affairs Officer.

Steve Smith presenting the accounts at the AGM

The general improvements in the UK and global stock markets are
demonstrated in the significant increase in our quoted investments
which for the first time for some years are now worth more than we
paid for them.
Having had no requests for support from the C.P. Stewart Fund in
recent years, the Trustees were pleased to support Joanne Heynes this
year and a report of her visit to a laboratory in Lyon, France was
published in ACB News.
The Benevolent Fund received no requests for support during the year
and the process of building this fund to a more substantial fund started
in a small way. Members are encouraged to consider making a
contribution each year to ensure we have funds available to support the
growing number of retired members, though it is important to stress
that the fund can support members who are not yet retired if a need is
demonstrated. I am pleased to report that Dr G Challand, Mrs R
Lapworth and Dr H Worth joined myself and the President as trustees
of the Benevolent Fund.
The Association’s policy of operating within its resources was achieved
again in 2005 and the Auditors remain satisfied with the continued
financial viability of the Association.

Association Membership
The total membership at 14th February 2006 (2005) was 2211 (2200) and included 20 (22) Honorary Members, 26 (25) Emeritus
Members, 1257 (1262) Ordinary Members, 206 (224) Overseas Members, 96 (82) Affiliate Members, 11 (9) Student Members,
224 (228) Federation Members, and 23 (23) Temporarily Retired and 348 (325) Permanently Retired Members.
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Audited Accounts and Financial Statements
Statutory report of the Council of Management for the year ending 31 December 2005
The Council of Management present their statutory report and the audited financial statements of the Association for the year ended 31 December 2005.
Principal Activities
The principal activity of the Association is to promote the advancement of Clinical Biochemistry.
Officers of the Association
The following were the Officers of the Association during the year ended 31 December 2005:
President
Prof C P Price
Chair
Miss J M Smith
Secretary
Dr G McCreanor
Assistant Secretary
Mr S R Goodall
Treasurer
Dr S C H Smith
Meetings Secretary
Mr G Wieringa
Other Officers
Mrs R Lapworth
(resigned May 2005)
Dr C E Coulson
(appointed May 2005)
Dr B E Senior
Dr M J Toop
(resigned May 2005)
Dr I M Godber
(appointed May 2005)
Dr I D Watson
(resigned May 2005)
Dr M F Stewart
(appointed May 2005)
Mr P W Auld
(resigned May 2005)
Dr M J O’Kane
(appointed May 2005)

Miss O Maguirre
Dr D S J O’Reilly
Dr R Beetham
Dr G B Firth
Dr J M Wardell
Dr K D Griffiths
Dr J G Middle
Dr J D Berg

(resigned May 2005)
(appointed May 2005)

Auditors
The auditors, Baker Tilly, have expressed their willingness to continue in office subject to the approval of the members in general meeting.
Small companies’ exemption
This report is prepared in accordance with the special provisions of Part VII of the Companies Act 1985 relating to small companies.
By order of the Council of Management
Dr G McCreanor, Secretary
30th March 2006

Statement of Responsibilities of Council of Management
Company law requires the officers to prepare financial statements for each financial period which give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the
Association and of the surplus or deficit of the Association for that period. In preparing those financial statements, the officers are required to: a) select suitable accounting
policies and then apply them consistently; b) make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent; c) state whether applicable accounting standards have been
followed, subject to any material departures disclosed and explained in the financial statements; and d) prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it
is inappropriate to presume that the Association will continue in business.
The officers are responsible for keeping proper accounting records which disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position of the Association and to
enable them to ensure that the financial statements comply with the requirements of the Companies Act 1985. They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the
Association and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.

Auditors’ Report to the Members of the ACB
We have audited the financial statements on pages 23 to 26 which have been prepared under the accounting policies set out on pages 23 and 24.
This report is made solely to the Association’s members, as a body, in accordance with section 235 of the Companies Act 1985. Our audit work has been undertaken so that
we might state to the Association’s members those matters we are required to state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted
by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the Association and the Association’s members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for
the options we have formed.
Respective responsibilities of Council of Management and Auditors
The Council of Management’s responsibilities for preparing the Annual Report and the financial statements in accordance with applicable law and United Kingdom
Accounting Standards (United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice) are set out in the Statement of Council of Management’s Responsibilities.
Our responsibility is to audit the financial statements in accordance with relevant legal and regulatory requirements and International Standards on Accounting (UK and
Ireland).
We report to you our opinion as to whether the financial statements give a true and fair view and are properly prepared in accordance with the Companies Act 1985 and
whether the information given in the Council of Management Report is consistent with the financial statements. We also report to you if, in our opinion, the Association
has not kept proper accounting records, if we have not received all the information and explanations we require for our audit, or if information specified by law regarding
Council of Management’s remuneration and other transactions is not disclosed.
Basis of audit opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland) issued by the Auditing Practices Board. An audit includes examination, on a
test basis, of evidence relevant to the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. It also includes an assessment of the significant estimates and judgements made by the
directors in the preparation of the financial statements, and of whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the Association's circumstances, consistently applied, and
adequately disclosed.
We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we considered necessary in order to provide us with sufficient evidence to
give reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other irregularity or error. In forming our opinion
we also evaluated the overall adequacy of the presentation of information in the financial statements.
Opinion
In our opinion the financial statements give a true and fair view, in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice applicable to Smaller Entities,
of the state of the Association's affairs at 31 December 2005 and of its surplus for the year then ended and have been properly prepared in accordance with the Companies
Act 1985; and the information given in the Director’s Report is consistent with the financial statements.
Registered Auditor, Chartered Accountants
Park House, Station Square
Coventry CV1 2NS
3rd April 2006
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Statutory Income and Expenditure Account
Notes
Operating Income
Administrative expenses
Operating surplus
Interest receivable and investment income
Interest payable

1
2

Surplus/(deficit) for the year on ordinary activities before taxation
Taxation

3

Surplus for the year before allocations to funds
Net transfers to funds
Transferred to Accumulated Fund after allocations to funds

9

2005

2004

£

£

962,504
(953,834)

1,487,383
(1,419,607)

8,670
17,942
(10)

67,776
9,561
–

26,602
(3,074)

77,337
(1,083)

23,528
(245,096)

76,254
(76,254)

(221,568)

–

2005
£

2004
£

The company has no recognised gains or losses other than the results for the year as set out above.
All of the activities of the company are classed as continuing.

Balance Sheet at 31 December 2005

Notes

General Funds
Fixed Assets
Tangible Assets
Investments

4
5

975,642
897,503
1,873,145

1,000,613
697,503
1,698,116

Current Assets
Debtors
Cash at bank and deposits

6
7

123,899
438,883
562,782

179,786
292,312
472,098

Creditors:
Amounts falling due within one year

8

(330,131)

(87,946)

232,651

384,152

2,105,796

2,082,268

723,410
594,277
428,139
109,677
293
250,000
2,105,796

944,978
594,277
428,139
114,081
793
–
2,082,268

Net Current Assets
Total Assets less Liabilities
Funds of the Association
Accumulated
Education and meetings
Publications
Regional deposits
Professors’ Prize fund
Re-organisation fund

9
9
9
9
9

These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the special provisions for small companies under Part VII of the Companies Act 1985,
and the Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller Entities (effective January 2005).
These financial statements were approved by the Council of Management on 30th March 2006
Dr S C H Smith – Honorary Treasurer

Notes on Accounting Policies for the year ended 31 December 2005
Basis of accounts
These financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention.
Group accounts
The officers have taken advantage of the exemption from the requirement to prepare group accounts under S248 of the Companies Act 1985 as a
small-sized group.
Operating Income
Operating income includes income from subscriptions, education activities and publications, including income from national meetings.
General funds
These are funds on which there is no restriction on the use of either capital or income.
The regional deposits fund holds the accumulated receipts, including capitation fees, of the Association’s Regions.
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The publications fund was established in 1980 to hold receipts lodged by the Association for the purpose of financing the development of its
scientific publishing activities.
The education and meetings fund was established in 1980 to hold receipts lodged by the Association for the purpose of financing meetings and
educational activities.
The re-organisation fund has been established to recognise the costs likely to be incurred in a re-organisation of the Association commencing in
2006.

Receipts added to funds
The interest accruing to the funds, less charges, is added to the appropriate fund.
Subscriptions
Annual subscriptions are allocated according to their renewal date. The subscriptions relating to the year under review are included in the
income and expenditure account and those relating to the following year are shown in creditors as prepaid subscriptions.
Fixed assets
a) Computer and Office Equipment
Until 31 December 1996 the cost of all computing facilities and office equipment were written off in the year of acquisition. With
effect from 1 January 1997 these will be capitalised and depreciated as follows
Computer equipment

–

20% straight line

Office equipment

–

15% reducing balance.

b) Long Leasehold Property
During the year ended 31 December 2000, the Association acquired property on a 999-year lease. The property was brought into use
in December 2000 and the cost will be depreciated over a period of fifty years from 1 January 2001.
Turnover
Turnover represents the invoiced value, net of Value Added Tax, of services provided.
1.

Operating surplus
The operating surplus is stated after charging:
Auditors’ remuneration
Depreciation: owned assets

2005
£
6,000
24,972

2004
£
5,675
25,404

2.

Interest receivable and investment income

2005
£
11,762
6,180
17,942

2004
£
9,561
–
9,561

2005
£
3,074

2004
£
1,083

Bank deposit account interest
Interest on loan to subsidiary undertaking

3.

Taxation
Corporation tax charge

The Association’s interest received from bank deposits as liable to corporation tax at the small companies rate of 19% subject to relief for the
small companies threshold.

4.

Tangible fixed assets

Long leasehold
property

Office
equipment

Computer
equipment

Total

£

£

£

£

1,068,068

27,013

42,109

1,137,190

Depreciation
At 31 December 2004
Charge for year
At 31 December 2005

85,225
21,362
106,587

11,002
2,400
13,402

40,350
1,210
41,559

136,577
24,972
161,548

Net book value at 31 December 2005

961,481

13,612

549

975,642

Net book value at 31 December 2004

982,843

16,011

1,759

1,000,613

2005
£
697,503
200,000

2004
£
697,503
–

–
897,503

–
697,503

Cost
At 31 December 2004
and 31 December 2005

5.

Investments
Quoted: Bonds - offshore
- UK
Clinical Biochemistry Conferences (incorporated in Scotland) at cost
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The market value of the quoted investments at 31 December 2005 was £958,098 (2004: £645,330).
The Association of Clinical Biochemists is the parent undertaking of Clinical Biochemistry Conferences, a company limited by
guarantee and a registered charity by virtue of common control. The company was incorporated on 8 January 2003 and its
principal activity is the management of conferences for the benefit of Clinical Biochemistry.
Clinical Biochemistry Conferences prepares accounts to 30 June. The latest accounts prepared from incorporation to 30 June 2005
showed a surplus for the period of £407,016 (2004: £1,120) which was transferred to reserves.
6.

Debtors

2005
£
48,033
71,840
–
4,026
–
123,899

2004
£
35,509
82,806
50,000
1,471
10,000
179,786

2005
£
438,884

2004
£
292,312

2005
£
24,799
60,929
199,007
1,385
3,074
33,820
7,117
330,131

2004
£
31,801
29,769
14,138
122
1,083
1,600
9,433
87,946

2005
£
944,978
23,528
968,506
4,404
500
–
(250,000)
723,410

2004
£
944,978
76,254
1,021,232
9,714
750
(86,718)
–
944,978

Education and meetings fund
Balance at 31 December 2004
Transfer from accumulated fund
Balance at 31 December 2005

594,277
–
594,277

507,559
86,718
594,277

Publications fund
Balance at 31 December 2004
and 31 December 2005

428,139

428,139

114,081

123,795

52,323
171
(56,898)
109,677

38,710
1,633
(50,057)
114,081

793
(500)
293

1,543
(750)
793

250,000
250,000

–
–

Trade debtors
Prepaid expenditure for national meetings
Loan to Clinical Biochemistry Conferences
Other debtors
Amounts recoverable from the benevolent fund

7.

Bank and deposits
Bank current and deposit accounts
Cash surplus to daily commitments is held on bank deposit.

8.

Creditors: amounts falling due within one year
Bank overdraft
Trade creditors
Deposits received in advance for national meetings
Cash held on behalf of benevolent fund (note 10)
Corporation tax
Other taxation and social security
Other creditors

9.

General fund
Accumulated fund
Balance at 31 December 2004
Surplus/(deficit) for the year
Allocation from Regional deposits fund
Allocation from Professors’ Prize fund
Allocation to Education and Meetings fund
Allocation to Re-organisation fund
Balance at 31 December 2005

Regional deposits fund
Balance at 31 December 2004
Allocated from accumulated fund
Income generated by regions
Interest allocated to regions
Expenditure by regions
Balance at 31 December 2005
Professors’ Prize fund
Balance at 31 December 2004
Prize and honorarium
Balance at 31 December 2005
Re-organisation fund
Transfer from accumulated fund
Balance at 31 December 2005
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10. Cash held on behalf of benevolent fund
Donations received less paid

2005
£
1,385

2004
£
122

2005
£
411
28,896
6,668
7,576
402
1,557
34,217
4,551
86,074

2004
£
3,075
26,542
7,058
8,703
680
1,329
38,810
4,749
90,946

2005
£

2004
£

206,537
27,895
234,432
26,592
316,098
4,205
328,854
52,323
962,504
17,942
980,446

205,287
25,355
230,642
28,843
839,814
6,102
343,272
38,710
1,487,383
9,561
1,496,944

88,978
246,246
236,689
56,898
207,920
2,000
30,173
19,789
500
36,551
3,118
1,210
2,400
21,362
10
919,124

90,946
280,660
638,682
50,057
217,780
12,360
30,556
40,818
750
25,884
5,710
1,216
2,826
21,362
–
1,419,607

26,602
(3,074)

77,337
(1,083)

23,528

76,254

11. Committees
These sums represent the cost of the meetings of the Council of the Association and all the committees.
National meetings
Council and Executive
Scientific
Education
Publications
Trainees
Federation of Clinical Scientists
Corporate member
13. Status of the Association
The Association for Clinical Biochemistry is a company limited by guarantee and has no share capital.

Detailed Income and Expenditure Account
Notes
Income
Subscriptions – general
Subscriptions – corporate
PPP Foundation Grant - LabTestsOnline project
Education, including national meetings
Room hire
Publications
Income generated by Regions
Investment Income

Expenditure
Committees
Publications
Education
Expenditure by regions
Administration
Scientific scholarships
Council activity
LabTestsOnline project
Prize and honorarium
VAT irrecoverable
Bank charges
Depreciation of computer equipment
Depreciation of fixtures and fittings
Depreciation of long leasehold
Interest payable

2

11

Corporation Tax
Surplus being excess of income over
expenditure for the year
This page does not form part of the audited financial statements.
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9

Benevolent Fund
The Trustees present their annual report and financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2005. The unincorporated charity, number 254213, is registered with
the Charity Commission and entered in the Central Register of Charities.
Principal Activities
The fund has been established to aid persons who are or have been clinical biochemists regardless of whether they are subscribers to the fund and the wives, children,
widows or dependents of deceased or disabled clinical biochemists.
Governing Document
The charity is governed by a Deed of Trust dated 24 October 1967.
Trustees
The following were Trustees during the year under review: the Association of Clinical Biochemists represented by the Benevolent Fund Committee comprising
President - Professor C P Price Honorary Treasurer - Dr S C H Smith
Dr H G J Worth
Dr G Challand Mrs R Lapworth
Reserves Policy
It is the policy of the charity to maintain unrestricted funds which are adequate to fulfil the objectives of the charity, subject to the limitations placed on the use of funds which has
resulted in reserves building up to the current level. Any surplus funds are held in investments or short-term deposits to help maintain the income levels for future years. Limited
amounts have been paid to beneficiaries over the past few years and the trustees will endeavour to find suitable persons whom the charity can help.
130-132 Tooley Street
London
SE1 2TU

By order of the Trustees
Dr S C H Smith, Honorary Treasurer
30th March 2006

Independent Examiner’s Report
I report on the accounts of the Charity for the year ended 31 December 2005, which are set out below.
Respective responsibilities of trustees and examiner
As the charity’s trustees, you are responsible for the preparation of the accounts; you consider that the audit requirement of section 43(2) of the Charities Act 1993 (the Act) does not
apply. It is my responsibility to state, on the basis of procedures specified in the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners under section 43(7)(b) of the Act, whether
particular matters have come to my attention.
Basis of independent examiner’s report
My examination was carried out in accordance with the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners. An examination includes a review of the accounting records kept by
the charity and a comparison of the accounts presented with those records. It also includes consideration of any unusual items or disclosures in the accounts, and seeking explanations
from you as trustees concerning any such matters. The procedures undertaken do not provide all the evidence that would be required in an audit, and consequently I do not express
an audit opinion on the view given by the accounts.
Independent examiner’s statement
In connection with our examination, no matter has come to my attention:
1

2

which gives us reasonable cause to believe that in any material respect the requirements
• to keep accounting records in accordance with section 41 of the Act; and
• to prepare accounts which accord with the accounting records and to comply with the accounting requirements of the Act
have not been met: or
to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a proper understanding of the accounts to be reached.
P Oxtoby, Chartered Certified Accountant
on behalf of Baker Tilly, Chartered Accountants
Coventry, 30th March 2006

Income and Expenditure Account
Incoming resources
Donations received
Interest receivable
Resources expended
Benevolent payments
Movement in funds
Accumulated fund at 31 December 2004
Accumulated fund at 31 December 2005

Balance Sheet
Current assets
Amount invested in money market
Funds held by The Association for Clinical Biochemistry
Balance at Bank
Current liabilities
Amounts due to The Association for Clinical Biochemistry
Net assets
Unrestricted funds
Accumulated fund

Notes on Financial Statements
1.

Unrestricted Funds
2005
£
1,368
1,384
2,752

2004
£
743
1,439
2,182

–
2,752

(10,000)
(7,818)

34,180
36,932

41,998
34,180

2005

2004

£
34,599
1,385
948
36,932

£
43,266
122
792
44,180

–
36,932

(10,000)
34,180

36,932

34,180

Dr S C H Smith – Honorary Treasurer
30th March 2006

Principal accounting policies
Accounting convention
The financial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention.
Investment income
Investment income is accounted for in the period in which the charity is entitled to receipt.

Resources expended
Expenditure is included on an accruals basis. Grants payable are charged in the year when the offer is conveyed to the recipient, in those cases where the offer is
conditional, such grants being recognised as expenditure when the conditions attaching are fulfilled.
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C. P. Stewart Memorial Fund
The Trustees present their annual report and financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2005. The unincorporated charity, number 269345, is registered with
the Charity Commission and entered in the Central Register of Charities.
Principal Activities
The fund has been established to fund the advancement of scientific knowledge and education by providing financial support to enable scientists to visit laboratories
within the United Kingdom or elsewhere for the purposes of learning specialised techniques or to obtain first hand knowledge from a recognised expert in a field that
would assist them in their studies.
Governing Document
The charity is governed by a Deed of Trust dated 29 January 1974.
Trustees
The following were Trustees during the year under review: the Association for Clinical Biochemistry represented by the C. P. Stewart Fund Committee comprising
Chair
Secretary
Honorary Treasurer

Miss J M Smith
Dr G McCreanor
Dr S C H Smith

Reserves Policy
It is the policy of the charity to maintain unrestricted funds which are adequate to fulfil the objectives of the charity, subject to the limitations placed on the use of funds which has
resulted in reserves building up to their current level. Any surplus funds are held in short-term market deposits to help maintain the income levels for future years. Limited
amounts have been paid out in connection with the objects of the charity for the past few years so the trustees will endeavour to find suitable persons whom the charity can help.
130-132 Tooley Street
London
SE1 2TU

By order of the Trustees
Dr S C H Smith, Honorary Treasurer
30th March 2006

Independent Examiner’s Report
I report on the accounts of the Charity for the year ended 31 December 2005, which are set out below.
Respective responsibilities of trustees and examiner
As the charity’s trustees, you are responsible for the preparation of the accounts; you consider that the audit requirement of section 43(2) of the Charities Act 1993 (the Act) does not
apply. It is my responsibility to state, on the basis of procedures specified in the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners under section 43(7)(b) of the Act, whether
particular matters have come to my attention.
Basis of independent examiner’s report
My examination was carried out in accordance with the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners. An examination includes a review of the accounting records kept by
the charity and a comparison of the accounts presented with those records. It also includes consideration of any unusual items or disclosures in the accounts, and seeking explanations
from you as trustees concerning any such matters. The procedures undertaken do not provide all the evidence that would be required in an audit, and consequently I do not express
an audit opinion on the view given by the accounts.
Independent examiner’s statement
In connection with my examination, no matter has come to my attention:
1

2

which gives me reasonable cause to believe that in any material respect the requirements
• to keep accounting records in accordance with section 41 of the Act; and
• to prepare accounts which accord with the accounting records and to comply with the accounting requirements of the Act
have not been met: or
to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a proper understanding of the accounts to be reached.
P Oxtoby, Chartered Certified Accountant
on behalf of Baker Tilly, Chartered Accountants
Coventry, 30th March 2006

Income and Expenditure Account

Unrestricted Funds

Interest received on bank deposit account

2005
£
737

Disbursements

(151)

–

586

755

20,153
20,739

19,398
20,153

2005
£

2004
£

20,890

20,153

Excess of income over expenditure for the year
Accumulated fund at 31 December 2004
Accumulated fund at 31 December 2005

Balance Sheet
Current assets
Cash held at bank
Current liabilities
Amounts due to The Association for Clinical Biochemistry
Unrestricted funds
Accumulated fund

Notes on Financial Statements
1.

2004
£
755

(151)

–

20,739

20,153

20,890

20,153

Dr S C H Smith – Honorary Treasurer
30th March 2006

Principal accounting policies
Accounting convention
The financial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention.
Investment income
Investment income is accounted for in the period in which the charity is entitled to receipt.
Resources expended
Expenditure is included on an accruals basis. Grants payable are charged in the year when the offer is conveyed to the recipient, in those cases where the offer is
conditional, such grants being recognised as expenditure when the conditions attaching are fulfilled.
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